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Nothing
Outperforms
WellBoss
500K+ RUNS

WITHOUT PRESETS AND COUNTING
Our portfolio of completions solutions, tools, and accessories
includes some of the most sought-after technology in the

industry for a variety of well conditions. From the proven Boss
Hog with HELISEAL® to other game-changing multi-stage

solutions, our data-driven performance record speaks for itself.
Our team has decades of experience in the industry, but unlike
others, that experience comes with a firm foundation of

consistent success, whether that’s rigorous attention to detail

in design and manufacturing or skilled personnel in the field.

We believe great products start with talented people, and both
are hard at work in wells across the country.

WELCOME TO COMPLETIONS DONE RIGHT.

Working With The
Best Has Its Benefits
WHILE THERE ARE MANY REASONS CLIENTS CHOOSE TO WORK WITH US, HERE ARE
A FEW MORE. NO MATTER THE REASON, WE’RE HERE TO CUT OPERATION COSTS AND
BOOST PROFITABILITY.

The Boss Series

We are provider of the industry’s most trusted and reliable frac plugs,
the Boss Series. Led by Boss Hog with HELISEAL®, this lineup delivers
superior zonal isolation and leads all plugs worldwide with no presets.

Comprehensive portfolio

WellBoss designs and manufactures the industry’s best completions
technology. In addition to providing the essential systems and
components for cemented and open-hole applications, we work
closely with customers to create tailored solutions for conventional
completions and wellbore construction.

Game-changing technology

We approach all our products with a problem-solution mindset,
with the ultimate goal of increasing production and lowering cost.
Whether it’s designing the industry’s most reliable frac plug or
making multi-stage frac equipment more cost-effective than ever
imagined, we create technology that moves the industry forward.

Service and support

We’re committed to ensuring successful completions operations.
That’s why we have over 100 trained completions experts ready to
assist and troubleshoot on location for our clients whenever needed.

All Boss Frac Plugs are made from
our proprietary, resin-based composite
material, eliminating presets, slipping,
and leaking.

Our
Technology

ZONE SEEKER

This pioneering open-hole multistage ball drop system is made of the slimmest, shortest, and most reliable
components available. Our patented modular design focuses on maximizing string flexibility while also allowing
packers to be stacked for zonal isolation redundancy, with an overall differential pressure rating of up to 15K PSI.

MULTISTAGE FRACTURING SYSTEMS
To help operators maximize production in unique well environments around the world, we offer a wide range
of multistage fracturing systems with broad technical specifications, each designed to address logistics, service
availability, formation characteristics, and high pressures or temperatures.

SMART DART

Available for single point or cluster configurations, our next-generation Smart Dart
system enables continuous pumping operations, reduces required operational
services, and accelerates ROI. This activation device uses a streamlined counting
mechanism that gives operators immediate access to the formation once it
reaches the sleeve. And once all stages are complete, its large-bore flow area lets
operators put the well into immediate production.

VERSA FRAC SLEEVE

OH HYDRAULIC SET PACKER

The Versa Sleeve is a high-performance,
ball-activated ported frac sleeve designed
with incrementally sized drillable ball seats.

The OH packer is a high-performance,
single-element hydraulic set packer designed
for open-hole multistage applications.

OH ANCHOR

ATMOSPHERIC DELTA HYDRAULIC PORT

ACTIVATION SUB

CHSJ HYDRAULIC SET LINER PACKER

The OH Anchor is a high-performance,
hydraulic-set anchoring tool designed
for open hole applications as part
of the Zone Seeker system.

The Activation Sub is a high-performance,
ball-activated blanking device, which allows for
hydraulic activation of tools in multi-stage ball
drop applications.

ZONE STRIKER

The Atmospheric Delta Hydraulic Port is a highperformance, pressure-activated sleeve designed
to hydraulically gain access to the formation
during Zone Seeker ball drop applications.

The CHSJ is a high-performance, hydraulic-set
packer designed as a cased hole anchor for
multi-stage stimulation applications.

Our coil activated frac sleeves can be deployed in unique configurations for cost-effectiveness
and increased reliability. Whether the operation requires single shift or shift-frac-close sleeve
options, economical optimization is achieved with our X-Frac posi-locate BHA.

OUR TECHNOLOGY

Frac Plugs
Boss Hog with HELISEAL®

THE BOSS SERIES FRAC PLUG
Our plugs deliver proven performance and some of the highest cost

As the undisputed industry leader in frac plugs, Boss
Hog with HELISEAL® is the best in the industry when
it comes to preset performance and water savings.
For the past decade, this plug has helped operators
produce more productive stages with less downtime
and reduced costs.

Boss Standard

Our base-level frac plug for high performance with
cost-effective pressure isolation.

savings in the industry. Made from our patented designs and proprietary
materials, they provide superior zonal isolation and the versatility to handle
multiple applications and well conditions with ease.

Boss Refrac with HELISEAL®

Boss Hybrid

For refrac operations, this is the best choice for
cost-effective pressure isolation for small ID liners
and sleeves.

This mid-level design is for operators that require
maximum fluid flow to flush proppant or when a
“slick” profile is desirable.

Boss XR
(Extended range)
Boss Rezonite AC Gen. I
(All Composite)

A compact and tapered design is ideal for quick
maneuvers through tortuous wells, damaged casing,
restricted IDs, and existing casing patches.

Our proprietary all-composite material eliminates
presets, slipping, and leaking—saving operators
thousands on total cost of operations.

Boss HPHT
(High pressure and high temperature)

Our top-end temperature and pressure solution is
best for unconventional plug-and-perf completions.

Boss Rezonite AC Gen. II with HELISEAL®
(All Composite)

HELISEAL® Fluid Propulsion System
Our patented water control system promotes higher water savings and cost reduction, making this
feature perfect for well environments that must meet water requirements and operators looking to
streamline completions operations. Only the HELISEAL® delivers fewer barrels per minute, lower total
volume, and less flowback and disposal.

With only five components, this compact plug
is designed for high reliability, water savings,
and superior drillout. This plug has no mandrel
and attaches directly to the adapter kit.

Boss Rundown

This “dummy” plug won’t cause the tool string to
float when falling in the vertical and can be sheared
off with a setting tool and left downhole.

OUR TECHNOLOGY

Well Construction

Toe Initiation
The Zone Starter family provides unique opportunities
for creating formation access at the toe of a well in
cemented wellbores. Operators can choose which
features they need, whether they are opening via
pressuring up on surface one time, cycling pressure up
to two times for casing pressure test requirements,
stacking sleeves at the toe to simulate a first-stage
cluster, or even opening after cycling at a low pressure
for performing DFIT on the formation. Not only does
the cycling toe sleeve allow for casing tests, its dual
cycle creates a contingency plan for operators to
ensure no premature openings.

Zone Starter Gen. I

Zone Starter Cycling (ZSC)

Zone Sealer

CHSJ Hydraulic Set Liner Packer

Floatation Collar

Retrievable Casing Anchor

The Zone Sealer is a unique cost-effective solution
for horizontal wells requiring cemented liner
hangers. Typically used in plug and perf or with
cemented sleeves, the Zone Sealer can be set
at 90 degrees, allowing operators to save costs
on casing and cement with the added benefit of
positioning pumps closer to the horizontal section.

The floatation Collar is ideal for casing in horizontal
wells, where reaching TD can be difficult. The
floatation collar features an internal wiper plug with
a shear plug that isolates fluid above and air below
down to the float equipment. This allows casing to
floated to the bottom, significantly reducing the
weight in the horizontal section.

As a critical part of the Zone Sealer system, this
packer provides secure, reliable annular pressure
isolation and liner anchoring during formation
treatments. A simple and compact design lets
operators deploy and handle it with ease, even in
the most troublesome wells.

The Retrievable Casing Hanger is a unique
solution for hanging liner with slotted casing
or screens. It has been designed specifically to
allow for one-trip retrieval in the event the liner
needs to be removed.

Completion Tools

RM-X Multi-Bore Packer

RM-X Multi-Bore Packer is a versatile, compact
multiple-feedthrough packer ideal for ESP
completions, allowing for complex eccentric
ports for cable by-pass, gas venting, injection,
gauge lines, and concentric tubing strings.

RH-1 Hydraulic Set Packer

The RH-1 is a high-performance hydraulic set
mechanical release packer which can be used
to create isolation for single or multiple zones.
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